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TECHNICAL DATA

A Bandwheel diameter gOOmm(35%")

Bandwheel width 90m m(3r/2")
B Max. width of cut 74Omm(29")
c Max. vertical opening 600mm(231l2")

Sawblade width 100mm(4")
Sawblade thickness 1mm(19 guage)

Blade speed 3Om/sec.

Overallheight 2.63m(8'71/2")
Overallwidth(electric) 1 87m (6'1r/2")

llwidth

Tablewidt@
J Table d 990mm

(e ectric) 900k9(19801bs)
(PTo) 800kg(1

Rolling Table
Overall length (4m) 9.15m (30')
Overalllength (6m) 12.81m (42')
Overallwid th (4m & 6m) 780m m (30%")
Iable w¡dth (4m & 6m) 540mm (211/t")

FEED SPEEDS ( feed)

2800
1400 2

4
I 15

12 18 30
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Fo.restor 900s are equally at home in workshops and f urniture and
lotnery plants as they are in sawmills and forest s¡tes.

lmperial conversions are approximate.

Because we desire to incorporate ¡mprovements
whenever possible we reserve the right to change
specifications or design at any time without
notice and without incurring obligation.

Forestor ¡s a reg¡stered trademark

FOREST & SAWMILL EQUIPMENTS (ENGINEERS) LTD.
2 Bloswood Lane, Whitchurch, Hants RG 2AZAX,England.
Telephone: (025 682) 2280 (4lines).
Telex:858929 Forest G.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.

Low cost.
Remarkable value for money.
Versatile.
No foundations needed.
Electric, PTO or belt drive.
High recovery.
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FOREST & SAWMTLL EQUTPMENTS (ENGTNEERS) LTD.
2 Bloswood Lane, Whitchurch, Hants RG28 7AX, England
Telephone: (025 682) 2280 (4lines).
Telex:858929 Forest G.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.
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vertical table bandsaWgOO
w¡th 1 00mm (4")wide blade.

Optional extras:
Power roller feed.
Rolling table.
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With its optional extras the Forestor
900 Bandsaw covers a wide sPectrum
of uses in sawmills and furniture and
joinery plants. UndoubtedlY its
success and popularity is due to the
specifications offered at such a low
cost- representing remarkable value
for money.
This machine,with its 100mm(4") wide
blade, is a true wide bandsaq giving
better cutting, faster feed speeds, less
blade problems and enabling larger
sections of timber to be sawn.

Its wide but thin guage, tensioned
blade, running on 900mm(351/z')
bandwheels, allows a very narrow saw
kerf, giving a high recovery rate.

Ghoiceof powersource.
With the Forestor 900 you have a
choice of power source. The machine
is offered with its own 11.2kW(15hp)
electric motor: orwith PowerTake Off,
which allows the machine to be driven,
via the PTO shaft, by any suitably
equipped farm tractor or vehicle.
Alternatively it can be belt driven
(V-belt orflat belt) f rom any suitable
external power source e.g. diesel or
petrolengine, tractor pulley etc.

Versatile.
With the optionalextras offered the
900 is obviously versatile in its
application. But it is versatile in many

otherways. ln whatever capacity it is
used no foundations are needed; only
a flat level surface. This offers
tremendous versatility both in site
mobility and flexibility in positioning
the machine within the workshop, plant
orsawmill.
It also means that there are no
foundation costs and production can
start as soon as the machine arrives.

The 900 can be operated by one man. lt
can work as a single unit or form part of
a production line with different
machines. Two, or more, Forestor 900s
can be set-up in line. And, because of
its low capital cost, it does not have to
be kept in f ull production to earn its
keep.

Rolling table.
With the addition of the bolt-on rolling
table, the Forestor900 is converted
into a complete, low cost, static or
portable sawmill.
It needs no foundations and can be
easily moved and set-up.With the
100mm(4") wide blade it can break
down logs up to 450mm(18") in
diameter and, just as importantly, it can
turn small diameter thinnings, which
would otherwise go for low return pulp
or chippings, into valuable sawn timber
for posts, slats etc.
It is also ideally suited for converting
timbers such as teak, rubber wood etc.
which are sometimes sawn at
unnecessarily high cost on large
machines.

The rolling table and its associated
conveyor section is manufactured in
modular form. Each section is less than
2m in length for ease of assembly and
transportation.
Normally, the standard table is
removed to accept the bolt-on rolling
table.This has adjustable feet for ease
of levelling. lt is equipped with two
dogs for securing the round log during
the initialcut. (The log is then normally
turned onto the sawn face and then
sawn without needing further
dogging.)
A series of calibrated back-stops are
f itted which can be set to give the
following standard sizes of cut-1i'1%í'
2i' 3i' and 4'.'The back stops can be
calibrated to any sizes on request.
The table is offered as either hand-

push or power driven. On the electric
machine, power drive is by a variable
speed electro-hydraulic feed unit. The
hydraulic feed unit is completely self
contained and needs no maintenance
(only the oil needs changing
approximately every 6 months).
On the PTO model, a hydraulic motor
drives the rolling table. The hydraulic oil
to drive thefeed motor is supplied by
the tractor hydraulic system.
ln both cases the feed is very smooth
and infinitely variable. The feed speed
is controlled by a hand operated lever.

Two standard sized rolling tables are
available; a 4m and a 6m.The smaller
can handle logs up to 4m('13') in length
while the larger can take logs up to
6m(19'6").

Soptions
1. Standard machine.
ln its standard form, the ForestorVerticalTable
Bandsaw 900 is a remarkably low-cost hand-feed
table bandsaw.With its rugged construction,
900mm(351/2") bandwheels and 100mm(4") wide
blade it is man enough for sawmill or f urniture and
joinery plant use yet inexpens¡ve enough f or the
smallworkshop.
Applications: Ripping, splitting, re-sawing. pointing,
etc.

Log grips.
These are

used to
secure the
round log

during the
initial cut.

Hydraulic connection.
The PTO model connects to
the tractor hydraulic system

Hydraulic d
This shows

motor.
the hydraulic

drive motor on the PTO
powered table.

Sectional
assembly.
Both the table
and the f rame
are made of
sections less
than 2m in
length. This
makes f or
easy
assembly and
transportation2. Power roller feed.

With the addition of the optional power rollerfeed the
Forestor 900 becomes a production re-saw costing
no more than other manufacturers smaller capacity
machines with narrow blades.(We produce our own
range of narrow bladed, low cost table bandsaws.)
Power rollerfeed is a bolt-on extrawhich is easily
removed forwide board sawing, log ripping etc.

App I i cati o n s : Prod ucti o n re-sawi n g, recovery f rom
slab wood (with an uneven face), feather edging. etc.

These can be
sizes.

a range of cut tim ber

Control lever.
The lever
controls both
the direction
and the speed
of the table.

Adjustable feet
f or ease of levelling.
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3. Rolling table.
lf the standard Forestor 900 is fitted with the rolling
table it becomes a low cost sawmill for small log
conversion and re-sawing.With its sectional
construction it is easily transported and can be
sêt'uP on any firm level ground whether in the factory
or the forest.
ln addition to the power driven models a hand-push
version is also available.
Applications: Small log conversion and subsequent
re-sawi n g, spl itti ng. etc.
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Pole splitting attachment.
This useful attachment consists of four V-brackets which
bolt to the top of the rolling table, between the hardwood
inserts. The V-brackets automatically centre the log for
splitting down the middle.





Hydraulic blade tensioning.
The hydraulic blade
tensioning, operated by a
hand pump, moves the top
bandwheel against a coil
spring under compression.
The spring protects the blade
f rom any damage due to
shock loading. Tensioning is

very fast. There is a relief
valve to avoid over
tensioning and a quick
release valve to release the
tension.The removable
handle which operates the
hydraulic pump is stored
conveniently on the side of
the machine.

Bandwheels.
900nrm(351/2") in
diameter by
90mm(3%") wide, the
solid cast and
bãlanced
bandwheels run on
heavy duty taper
roller bearings. These
are sealed for life to
eliminate Blade alignment.
maintenance. This is achieved by

f inely adjusting the
tracking of the top
idler bandwheel by
means of a small
handwheel
conveniently located
at the back of the
machine.

Bandwheel cleaning.
Both bandwheels are f itted with a cleaning
pad. The lower driven bandwheel is also
f itted with a scraper.

Heavy duty machine.
It is an industrial machine
with heavy duty allwelded
steel construction.The main
f rame iè reinforced internally
with full width webbing.

de guides.
The upper blade guide
assembly is f ully adjustable
for height, being raised and
lowered by a handwheel
operating a rack and pinion. lt
can be locked in position.
The blade guides are made of
mild steel with hardwood
inserts which are individually
adjustable for wear.

Power rollerfeed,
A power feed unit is available which turns
the standard machine into a production
re-saw. Uniquely this is also available for
PTO models, powered by an hydraulic unit
driven by V-belt f rom the PTO box. On the
electric machine the power feed unit is
driven by electric motor.

The powerf ul f eed roller is spring loaded to
hold the timber f irmly in position yet
accommodate any uneveness in thickness,
The roller bed f ence is f ully adjustable: the
vertical rollers providing support f or the
moving timber and ensuring accurate
f eeding.
A total of 9 feed speeds are available
ranging f rom 2 to 30m/min. These are
obtained through a series of stepped V-belt
pulleys, giving 5 gear rat¡os, plus a
two-speed motor which can im¡ediately
double each pulley speed,
Power feed is time and labour saving, gives
increased productivity, greater accuracy
and increases the life of the sawblade.
Because of the ease of set-up, small
production runs are no problem.
The power feed unit can be added to the
standard machine at a later date. lt is easily
removed for wide board sawing etc.

Electric power feed.
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Blade tension indicator.
An indicator shows the

correct tension, not only
for a'100mm(4") blade
but also for 75mm(3")

and 50mm(2").This not
only allows f or smaller

width blades to be used
but also shows the

operator how to
compensate by varying

the tension for blades
that have become
narrower through

repeated sharpening.Blade lubrication.
The lubricant is gravity fed
f rom a storage tank onto felt
pads running on the blade.
A simple flow controltap
governs the rate of f low.

Hydraulic power feed.

Electric, PTO or belt drive.
You have a choice of power
source.The machine is
offered with its own three
phase, 11.2kW(15hp), 41 5 or
380v eleötric motorwith Star
Delta starting, or with Power
Take Off. Alternatively it can
be belt driven (V-belt or f lat
belt) from any suitable power
source such as a diesel or
petrol engine.

100mm (4") blade.

Table.
A heavy duty mild
steel table, with
an accurately
machined top
surface, is f itted.

Bandwheel brake.
A hand operated
driven bandwheel
brake is f itted.

Easy
transportability.
The PTO model
has three point
linkage for ease of
lifting and moving
by tractor.

Feed motorspeed

Roller-bed fence.

geaf

Safety disengage.
A safety kick-off pedal is fitted to the
PTO model.This disengages the f inat
drive to the bandwheel.

Standard fence.
This is of box

section and slides
on a runner

mounted on the
f ront of the table.

It can be locked in
po

easily
sition and
removed.

Guards.
Guards are of heavy
sheet metal and
conform to current
U.K. Health and
Safety Regulations.
Guards open to allow
fullaccess for quick
and easy blade
changing.

ln sorne photogaphs guards have been
re m ove d to show features m ore cl e arly.

Sawdust clearance.
Sawdust clearance is aided by vanes
f itted to the lower bandwheel which
blows the sawdust out through the
side chute.This machine can of
course be linked to a sawdust
extraction or removal system.The
side chute can be supplied pointing
in any direction ¡f requested.

No foundation needed.
This machine needs no
foundations, only a f lat firm
surface to stand on. Not only
does this eliminate
installation costs it also
allows complete f lexibility in
positioning.

Final drive.
On all models the f inal drive to the
lower bandwheel is via heavy-duty
triple V-belt to ensure adequate
power transmission and prolonged
belt life.
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